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NOTATIONS 
X, X1 , X2 , ST’, dE”” represent Hilbert spaces over a scalar field which 
can be taken to be the field @ of complex numbers. 
For vectors X, y,... in a Hilbert space: 
(x, y) denotes the inner product; 
(x, y) expresses an ordered pair; 
[x, y,...] indicates the linear manifold spanned by X, y,... ; and /I x I] 
stands for the vector norm. 
X1 x Sa designates the Cartesian product of X1 and .z$ , i.e., Xi x Ss = 
x1 , x2): xi E X1 , x2 E X2}, with the inner product ((x1 , x2), (yl , yz)) = 
::I >Yl) + (% >YZ). w e will also use 3” = Xi x (0) = {(x, 0): x E Z1} and 
fl = (0) x s2 = ((0, y): y E X2}. 
For linear manifolds &, 93 C &‘, we write: 
G? for the closure of &‘; 
&Oei for the orthogonal complement of &’ in s?; 
92 for the orthogonal projector on d; furthermore, we use the symbols: 
+forthelinearsum:~++={(x+y:x~~,y~~}; 
@ for the direct sum: LZ’ @ 99 = &’ + B with LX? n 9 = (0); 
0’ for the orthogonal sum: JZZ 0’ 9 = & + 9Y and & C 9P, 99 C &I; 
\ for the set difference: zzZ\S9 = {x: x E .M’ and x 6 ~3 if a C &}. 
* Research supported by the Temple University Summer Faculty Research Award 
1970 and by the National Science Foundation, Project GP 13546. 
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We will make use of the orthomodular identity: 
.d = $3 0’ Jie n @ for closed linear manifolds 33 C ,aZ C S. (1) 
We use the notations: 
Z2 for square-summable sequences, and 
L2[a, b] for square-integrable functions on the closed interval [a, 61. 
For an operator T: Xl --+ S2, by which we mean any linear mapping 
with domain in XI and range in Z$ , we use the following notations: 
9(T) for the domain; 
S?(T) for the range; 
ker T for the kernel (null manifold); 
%‘(T) for the carrier, i.e., V(T) = L?(T) n (ker 7’)‘; 
3’(T) := B(T) n ker T; 
r(T) for the graph, i.e, r(T) = {(x, Txj: x E S%(T)}; 
r-l(T) for the inverse graph, obtained by the homeomorphic mapping: 
(~,y,~-,(y,x)ofSr x ~20nto&T2 X XI; 
T+ for the generalized inverse (abbreviated g-inverse); 
T j & for the restriction of T to ~2 C LB(T); and 
T[d] for the image of & C 9(T) under T. 
A linear manifold T C Z$ x X2 is the graph of an operator T: Xl -+ S2 
iff no element of the form (0, y} with y f 0 belongs to 7 i.e., iff 
7 n S” == (0, W). 
For a graph r(T) the domain, the range, and the kernel of T are given by 
9(T) = J,-19Qd’(T); (2) 
2(T) = Ji1.9$J( T); (3) 
ker T = J;‘r( T) n X’, (4) 
where Jr and Ja are isomorphisms mapping XI on S’ and Z2 on H”, 
respectively [S, p. 591. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T: SI -+ X2 be an arbitrary operator and let R: X2 + XI , with 
range in B(T), satisfy: 
and llTR~-~ll~IlT~-~ll for all .2: E 9(T), Y E g(R), 
II RY II < II x II if 11 TRy - y // == 11 TX - y 1;. 
(1.1) 
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Relations (1.1) express the “least extremal solution property.” The 
determination of R and an investigation for its properties is the purpose of 
this paper. 
If T is invertible, R = T-l. In some special cases of a noninvertible 
operator T, R generalizes some distinctive properties of the inverse. It 
arose, under the name of “general reciprocal,” in a work by E. H. Moore [4]. 
For a densely defined operator T: X1 + X2 , Y. Y. Tseng [5] called an 
operator T+: 8s + X1 the “maximal generalized inverse” of T if the following 
are satisfied: 
B(T+) = Hz ; 
9Z’( I’) C 9( T+), W(T+) C 9(T); 
TT+ = 9z restricted to 9(T+); 
TfT = 9’=, restricted to 9(T); 
ker Tf = W(T)l. 
T+, defined on 
9( T+) = W(T) 0” 9( T)l, 
does exist iff 9(T) is “decomposable” with respect to the kernel, i.e., 
.9(T) = ker T 0’ U(T), (14 
and then it satisfies property (1.1) for R = T+ [5-T] (see also [l-3]). 
2. EXTRBMAL SOLUTIONS 
Consider T: S1 -+ &?s and the linear equation 
TX =y, YE=%* 
The solvability of Eq. (2.1) is confined to vectors y E a(T). 
If the infimum 
(2.1) 
II TX’ - Y II = x$IT, II TX -Y II (2.2) 
is attained by a vector x’ E 9(T), th en x’ will be called an extremal solution 
of Eq. (2.1). Among the extremal solutions there may exist a unique vector x0 
of least norm, “the least extremal solution,” 
II x0 II < II x’ II? for all extremal solutions x’ # x0 . 
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The following example shows that Eq. (2.1) need not have an extremal 
solution for every y E %a . 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let T: l2 + l2 be defined by 
T(a, , N1 ) a2 )..., a, (...) = (q) ) ha1 , &x2 ,..., Pan )... ), O<k<l. 
Equation (2.1) has no extremal solutions for 
y = (1, l/2, l/3 ,..., l/n ,... ), 
since the infimum (2.2) is not achieved. Note that for the sequence 
(xn = (1, 1/2k, l/3@ )...) l/n@-1, 0, 0 )... )}, 
TX, + y, and hence y E W(T)\%‘(T). 
The existence of extremal solutions of Eq. (2.1) is subject to the following 
THEOREM 2.1. There is an extremal solution of Eq. (2.1) i# 
,yg@)Y E w7. 
Proof. First, note that 
x$$Tj II TX -Y II = II %qtT)I~ Il. 
In fact, for every x E 9(T), we have 
II TX -Y /I2 = II ~iCTx - r)ll” + II .~,,,,dTx - YN”, 
Thus 
I’ TX -Y II2 = II TX - gcp /I2 + It &slTj~y 11~. 
with equality iff 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
There always exists a sequence {xi) C B(T) such that 
Txi --f S--- W(T)Y’ 
and then (2.4) follows. 
Now, the infimum (2.4) is attained iff (2.5) is satisfied for some x E 9(T). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let X’ and x” b.+ two extremal solutions of (2.1). Then 
(9 p aerrPx’ = p&err.)~xb~ 
(ii) PkFrx’ E ker T iff 9,!,= x” E ker T. (2.6) 
Proof. (i) In view of (2.5) 
and hence 
TX’ = TX” = pSXy, 
T(x’ - x”) = 0 3 x’ - x” E ker T. 
Now, 
B (ker&’ - x”> = 0 
establishes (i). 
(ii) From (2.7), 
x’ - x” = 9j&x - XV), 
and then 
(2.7) 
proves (ii). 
The following example shows that the existence of extremal solutions 
does not imply the existence of a least extremal solution. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let T: L2[0, co] + C be the functional defined by 
TX = mtx(t) dt. 
I 0 
For y = 1, each of the functions 
l<t<n+l 
otherwise 
EL2[0, co] 
is a solution of Eq. (2.1), hence an extremal solution. Since 
II xn II2 = ,:,l& dt = 
1 
n(n + 1) 
- 0, 
there is no extremal solution of least norm. 
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Note that since the kernel of an unbounded functional is dense, x, E ker T, 
but X, $ ker T. This does not satisfy the existence condition of the least 
extremal solution given by the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x be an extremal solution of Eq. (2.1). There exists a 
least extremal solution a$ 
Pkxp E ker T. (2.8) 
In this case, the least extremal solution is 
x0 = qk&X. (2.9) 
Proof. Let x’ be an extremal solution of Eq. (2.1). The Pythagorean 
decomposition 
with the help of Lemma 2.1 gives 
I! x’ II2 = II qyyy’ II2 + II qkerT)iX. ll’l. 
Thus 
I! x’ /I 2 Ii.9 (kerTjLX 1') 
with equality iff 
Pkrp’ = 0 => x’ E (ker T)l. (2.10) 
(if): Let condition (2.8) be satisfied and define 
x0 = x - .PkZX. 
Then x0 is an extremal solution since TX, = TX. Also 
and this, by (2.10), proves that x0 is the least extremal solution. 
(only if): Let x0 be the least extremal solution of (2.1). Then, by (2.10), 
“% = gkFgo + B(kerT)~Xo = .9(kerT)lX’ 
and hence 
x0 = x - .9fkZX. 
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Since both x,, and x are extremal solutions 
and then 
TX, = TX, 
3. THE g-INVERSE OPERATOR 
Given T: ZI + *a . A direct sum decomposition of Q(T) can be obtained 
by producing a linear manifold d(T), f or example, by use of a Hamel basis, 
such that 
2(T) = d(T) @ (SY( T) 0’ V(T)). (3.1) 
The subgraph T C r(T) pertinent to the invertible restriction T ( V(T) is 
given by 
T = {(x, TX): x E V(T)). 
From the annihilator r( T)I of r(T), 
F(T)‘- = KY, x>: (Y, 4 + (z, TX) = 0, x EJT)I, 
one obtains the subgraph 
T’ = r(T)l n H”, 
determining 9?( T)l 
7’ = ((0, z): x E LqTy}. 
The graph 
r+ = 7 07’ 
or, explicitly, 
by propefiy, 
T+ = {(x, TX + x): x E W(T), z E W(T)L) 
7+ f-l a? = <o, O), 
defines an operator T+: S2 --+ HI , 
T+ = F(T+) = {( T+y, y): y E 9(T+)}, 
that we shall call the g-inverse of T. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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With the aid of (2), (3), and (4), from (3.3) we deduce 
q T+) = T[%( T)] 0” B( T)A; 
iq T+) = q T); 
ker T+ = W(T)I. 
Since from (3.1), 
.WY = TP’(T)I + VW)1 + TFV)l, 
in general, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
and hence T+ is not defined on T[z&‘(T)] u T[B( T)]. Therefore, 9(T+) fails 
to be dense in X2 , unless 
and 
TW(T)l = PI * @‘(T) = P-9, 
We have 
T[@(T)] = (0) 2 L#l( T) = ker T. 
but, in general 
g’(T+) C g(T), 
g’(T) P g(T+). 
LEMMA 3.1. 
TT+ = ggz restricted to 9(T+). (3.7) 
Proof. Let y E 9(T+). In view of (3.4) and (3.6), we have 
Y = Yl + Yz > with y1 E T[V(T)], yz E ker T-‘-. 
Since T: U(T) --f T[%(T)] is one-to-one, there exists a unique vector X, E U(T) 
such that y1 = TX, . According to the graph (3.3), T+ maps TX, , with 
x1 E q(T), into x1 , T+yl = x1 . Thus we obtain successively 
TT+y = TT+yl = TX, = YI = .9*-Y. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
T+T = gm restricted to ker T @I’- S’(T). (3.8) 
Proof. Let x E ker T 0’ g(T), then x = x1 + xz , x1 E V(T), xz E ker T. 
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In view of graph (3.3), by a procedure similar to that of the previous 
proof, and by using (3.5), we find successively 
T+Tx = T+Tx, = x1 = 9&x = 9-x. 
THEOREM 3.1. The least extremal solution x0 of Eq. (2.1) exists $f 
In this case 
y E 9( T+). 
x0 = T+y. (3.9) 
Proof. Assume y E g( T+). By (3.4), 
yififY = Yo E wvY = %T)Y 
and according to Theorem 2.1, (2.3) extremal solutions of (2.1) do exist. 
There exists a unique vector x0 E U(T) such that 
gRxy = yo = TX, - 
With the aid of (3.4), (3.6) and by Lemma 3.2, we find 
Now use (3.7) in 
T+y = T+yo = T’Txo = x0. 
11 TX, -y II = II TT+y - y It = II 9-y -Y II = II %trpY 11 
and then (2.4) shows that x0 is an extremal solution. Since 
x0 E a( T+) C (ker T)l, 
in view of (2.6), we have 
for any extremal solution x of Eq. (2.1). By Theorem 2.2, (2.9), x0 is the 
least extremal solution. 
Conversely, assume that the least extremal solution x0 does exist. By 
Theorem 2.2, x0 E U( T), and by Lemma 3.2, 
T’Txo = x0. 
Since x0 is an extremal solution, by (2.5), we have 
Txo = 99~~ E TW”)l, 
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and then 
x0 = T+Tx, = T’PRTy = T+y. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ker T be closed. T is a closed operator #so is T+. 
Proof. Let T be closed, Suppose {y,J C 9(T+) and that both {m} and 
(T+y,} are convergent. In view of (3.4) and (3.6), we have 
r,=r,‘+r:: 
with 
Y,’ E WKW Y, E s’(TF, 
and 
T’y,, = T+y,‘. 
Let lim,,, yn = y. Since {m’} and (y:} are orthogonal, both limits 
‘,% Y,’ = Y’, and lim yz = y” n-a 
must exist. 
For every n there exists a unique x,’ E V(T) such that 
BY (3.0 
and then 
, 
YIL = TX,‘. 
T+y,,’ = T+Tx,’ = xn’, 
lim T+yn = lim T+y,,’ = lim x,’ = x’. 
11+9 n-m n-tm 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
T is a closed operator, so (3.11) and (3.10) show that 
x’ E 9(T) and y’ = TX’. 
Moreover, {x,‘} C (ker T)* so x’ E (ker T)-!- and x’ E V(T). Then 
c-2, yn = y = y’ + y” E T[V( T)] e1 9?( T)l = 9( T+), 
and 
G+;_mm Tfy,, = x’ = TfTx’ = T+( y’ + y”) = T+y. 
Conversely, let T+ be closed. Suppose {xn) C 9(T) and let both (5,) and 
(TX,} be convergent. 
Since ker T is closed, B(T) is decomposable (1.2) and then we have 
xn = xnf + x; , xn’ E g(T), x: E ker T, 
TX, = TX,’ = yn’ E T[%( T)], for every n. 
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Furthermore, 
Since T+ is closed, 
T+y%’ = TfTx,’ = x,‘- x’. 
y’ = Ini_mm yn’ E 9( T+) and x’ = T+y’ E 5f( T). 
Then 
and 
lim TX, = y’ = TT+y’ = TX’ = T(x’ + x”) = TX. 
The proof is complete. 
4. THE OPERATOR T++- AND DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 
The definition of the g-inverse by the graph (3.3) can be applied to Tf. 
Then we obtain the graph of (T+)+ = T++ by direct substitution and graph 
inversion: 
F(T++) = {( T+u + V, u): u E U( T+), v E L%‘(T+)l}. 
With the aid of (3.6), (3.4) and (3.5) we find 
U( T+) = .9( T+) n (ker T+)l = 9( T+) n W(T) = T[%?( T)], (4,l) 
92( T+)l = %( T)l. (4.2) 
Through (4.1) and (4.2), F(T++) takes the form 
T( T++) = {( T+u + ZI, u): u E T[SY( T)], 2, E V( T)I} 
and a further application of the generalized inversion rule (3.3) to the term 
{(T+u, u): u E T[%?(T)]} gives 
~(T++)={(x+o,Tx):x~59(T),w~V(T)~}. (4.3) 
F(T++), by property F(T++) I? A?” = (0, 0), defines T++: Xl 3 X2 on 
a9( T++) = V(T) GA U( T)I. (4.4) 
Furthermore, 
9( T++) = T[g(T)], (4.5) 
ker T++ = U(T)‘. (4.6) 
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and 
Denote 
qT++) = 2q) 
qT++) = dq ) iff K(T) is closed. 
Be(T) = ker T 0’ V(T). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
g(T++) = %(T) oL ker T 0’ g,,(T)I. (4.7) 
Proof. In view of (4.4) we evaluate V(T)’ 
g(T) C (ker T)I * V(T)lI ker T. 
Using the orthomodular identity (l), we find 
Since 
‘??(T)l = ker T 0’ V(T)’ n (ker T)‘-. 
U( T)I n (ker T)l = (g(T) 0’ ker T)I = B,,(T)‘, 
we obtain 
%‘(T)l = ker T @l gO( 
and then relation (4.7) follows. 
COROLLARY 4.1. B(T) is decomposable ( 1.2) isf 
2( T++) = e(T) 0’ ker T 0’ g( T)I. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Bo( T) C g(T) n 9( T++) and 
T 1 go(T) = T++ ( z&,(T). 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that Z%(T) is dense. Then 
Ttf z.z T 
iff ker T is closed. 
THEOREM 4.2. Tf+ is an extension of T @5B( T) is decomposable. In this case 
it is an extension by zero to ker T 0’ B(T)I. 
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Proof. Assume that 9(T) is decomposable. Then from (4.Q 
sq T++) 3 .q T) = 9(T), 
and by Corollary 4.2, T++ I) T. Moreover, by (4.6) and (4.8), 
ker T++ = %‘(T)I = ker T 0’ g(T)l. 
Conversely, assume that T++ 3 T. We use for 9( T) the decomposition (3.1). 
Since 
it follows 
i@(T) C F( T)l = ker T++, 
B(T) = ker T. 
Now, choose x E ,Oe( T) C .9(T) C B( T++), then by (4.4), 
x = Xl + x2 , with x1 E 59(T), x2 E U(T)‘- n 9(T). 
Thus, 
x2 = x - Xl ) TX, = T++x, = 0 =z- x2 E ker T. 
Finally, 
x = xl + x2 E (q(T) 0’ ker T) n d(T) = (0). 
We have shown that 
93(T) = ker T and d(T) = {O}. 
5. EXAMPLES 
For an arbitrary operator T: XI -+ H2 we used the decomposition 
.9(T) = ,sl( T) 0 (a(T) 0’ g(T)). (5-l) 
Two examples will show that the two cases: 
(a) d(T) # (0) and &e(T) C G(T++); 
(b) JJ( T) # (0) and -Ce( T) n B( T++) = (0) 
can occur. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 9, 9 and .Fl be a dense, a closed and afinite-dimensional 
manifold of a Hilbert space SF, respectively. Then 
.QnS=F. (5.2) 
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Proof. Let {x1 , xa ,..., x,> be a basis for F’. Since 9 is dense there exist 
sequences 
{xijl c g7 l<i<n 
such that 
1’ im xii = xi , j+m 1 <ii<n. 
Since %\9 is open and zci E Z\.F for 1 < i < n, there are integers 
% p,..., w such that the set 
(x \ la > X$6 Y.‘.> x,,} c JP\.F 
is linearly independent. Let 
8 = [Xl= ) XZB ,..., Xnw]. 
Then 6’ is closed and 
3Eo=d@F, (5.3) 
topologically as well as algebraically, and 8 C 9. 
Let x E 9. Since 9 is dense we can choose a sequence (Ui} C 9 such 
that ui --) X. Write 
ui = v’i + wi , ViEd, wi E .F. 
Since the direct sum (5.3) is topological, we have 
vi - v, wi - w * ui - x = v + w 3 v = 0, x = w. 
Thus 
x = lim wi. i+x 
Now 
UiE9, ViEcTCs3 3 WiEB for each i. 
Thus 
W,EBnn.% 
and hence 
xE9nr‘l. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let 9 C # be any proper dense subspace and choose 
x $9. Let 9 = [Xl”. Since 9”I . 1s finite dimensional, by the foregoing 
Lemma 5.1, (5.2) F n 9 = SF. 9 $3, however, so choose J&’ # (0) in 9 
sothatGB=&@OnnF.DefineT:Z-+Xon9(T)=9,by 
T(Y + 4 = Y, for ye& and zcBn%. 
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Then 
(a) ker T = 9 n 9’ + ker T = .9 n g = 9, 
(ker T)l = SL = [x] =S g(T) = (0). 
(b) T+: 8 + X is defined on .SB(T+) = dL = ker T+. 
(c) %Y(T)l = Z 2 g(T++) = Z 3 ~2, and ker T++ = &‘. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let Z? be any Hilbert space. Choose linear manifolds 
& # 2 and JV # J C JZ’-. Choose 
yE&z\.A%f and x E A+\(.N 0’ ML n A+). 
Letx=y+zand9=&@O@[[x].DefineT:=%-+Xon9(T)=B 
by 
T(u+v+ti)=v+aw: for uEJ/Z, DEN, fxxE[x]. 
Then 
g(T) = A’-, ker T = A, J?z = M and x # g(T++), 
thus 
JA? f KJI and d n Q(T++) = (0). 
A further step in the decomposition (5.1) of .93( T) can be made by choosing 
gI( T) C a(T) so that 
and then 
9(T) = ker T @ k&(T), 
9(T) = d(T) @ ((al(T) @ ker T) @‘V(T)). 
9(T) is decomposable iff 
d(T) = 6% and 
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